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Quaternions for Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2011

	More than 50 years ago when I was studying to become an electrical engineer,
	I came across complex numbers, which were used to represent out-of-phase voltages
	and currents using the j operator. I believe that the letter j was used, rather
	than i, because the latter stood for electrical current. So from the very start of my
	studies I...
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Cultural Consultation: Encountering the Other in Mental Health Care (International and Cultural Psychology)Springer, 2013

	Based on a recently completed project of cultural consultation in Montreal, Cultural Consultation presents a model of multicultural and applicable health care. This model used clinicians and consultants to provide in-depth assessment, treatment planning, and limited interventions in consultation with frontline primary care...
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You Can Program in C++: A Programmer's IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is intended for a very different readership: you should already be comfortable with the
basics of programming. Exactly how you have acquired those basics will result in different expectations and
problems with learning C++. One of the delights of C++ is its ability to handle the programming paradigms
of most of the...
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Brains, Machines, and MathematicsSpringer, 1987

	This is a book whose time has come-again. The first edition (published by McGraw-Hill in 1964) was written in 1962, and it celebrated a number of approaches to developing an automata theory that could provide insights into the processing of information in brainlike machines, making it accessible to readers with no more than a college...
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Neuro-linguistic Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how to apply NLP to fine-tune life skills, build rapport, enhance communication, and become more persuasive


	One of the most exciting psychological techniques in use today, neuro-linguistic programming helps you model yourself on those-or, more accurately, the thought processes of those-who are stellar in their fields....
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Cognitive Behavioural Therapy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	An updated edition of the bestselling guide on reprogramming one's negative thoughts and behaviour


	Once the province of mental health professionals, CBT (or Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) has gained wide acceptance as the treatment of choice for anyone looking to overcome anxiety, lose weight, manage anger, beat an...
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Trading to Win: The Psychology of Mastering the Markets (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A breakthrough programfor achieving new heights of trading success
The product of a five-year collaboration between Dr. Ari Kiev, a leading psychiatrist renowned for his success with Olympic athletes, and top equities trader Steve Cohen, Trading to Win gives you the essential tools to overcome outmoded, self-limiting beliefs and mindsets that...
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Introducing Maya 8: 3D for Beginners (CD)Sybex, 2006
If you're just beginning to dive into the world of 3D, this is the book for you."
    —Animation Magazine
    The Academy AwardÐ’® winning MayaÐ’® 3D animation and effects software is the first choice of film and video artists, game developers, and 3D design professionals. Discover how to build, render, and...
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The Suicide and Homicide Risk Assessment & Prevention Treatment PlannerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Suicide and Homicide Risk Assesment & Prevention Treatment Planner provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal treatment plans that satisfy the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal review agencies.
	A critical tool for assessing suicidal and homicidal...
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Algorithms for Visual Design Using the Processing LanguageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
How has design changed through the use of computers? Is it still valid to assume that a designer is in control of a design concept? What if there is a lack of predictability over what was intended by the designer and what came out on the computer’s screen? Is computer programming necessary in design today?

This book is about...
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Mental Well-Being: International Contributions to the Study of Positive Mental HealthSpringer, 2012

	This book provides a new generation of research in which scholars are investigating mental health and human development as not merely the absence of illness or dysfunction, but also the presence of subjective well-being. Subjective well-being is a fundamental facet of the quality of life. The quality of an individual’s life can be...
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Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2008Sybex, 2007
Turn Your Ideas Into High-Impact 3D Models and Animations
   Transform flat drawings and concepts into impressive 3D visualizations with the comprehensive instruction you'll find in Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2008. Expert author Jon McFarland helps you get the most out of this latest version of Autodesk's powerful 3D...
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